
Garbed in garments that were royal,
Worked the High Priest in the Temple.
Dressed in shining grandeur,
Elegance and stature,
With gemstones of every color,
“For glory and for splendor.” 

Why the emphasis on clothes,
For this holy man G-d chose?
Are clothes not a distraction,
From man’s inner dimension?
What is dress if not a show?
And why did Aharon need it so? 
                    *     *     *

I stared at my reflection, 
My mind spinning with confusion.
For this clothing that I wore,
Was all I really saw.
But I knew that there was more,
Somewhere deeper was a core,
That I was searching for.

Clothing. Seems to hide,
The world that is inside. 
I feel masked, I feel disguised,
My identity denied,
By the walls of dress outside. 

t e t z a v e h

 clothing of my soul

But clothing. Tells my story,
Whispers everything about me.
It’s all you really see,
When you first look at me.
Does it speak of dignity?
Is it flashy, is it glitzy?
Is it formal, is it classy?
It’s the clothes that hold the key,
To dig deep inside and see,
It’s the voice of my identity.

How I choose to be presented, 
Is how I will be accepted.
The clothes that are elected,
Is my image that’s reflected,
For the garments on my skin,
Are the window to within. 

As I stare at my reflection,
My head still spinning with confusion.
Won’t you tell me who I see,
In my quest to find the me –
Am I the garments on my skin?
Or something deeper that’s within?
Dear mirror, which is true?
And it answered – “Both are you.” 
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You shall make holy garments for your brother 
Aaron, for glory and for splendor [Exodus 28:2]
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Somewhere deep inside,
Your identity resides.
You can’t see it, you can’t smell it,
You can’t touch it, you can’t change it,
It is silent, it’s intangible,
A you that is invisible. 

But your image, and your voice,
They’re the garments of your choice. 
Your self has no expression,
If not for your reflection –
Your very own selection. 
The clothing that you see, 
Is not my core identity,
But it’s everything about me.

Your soul has clothing too,
What we think and speak and do.
Our soul is deep, it’s true,
Hidden away from view.

If we want it to be shown,
And yearn that it is known,
How our soul has truly grown, 
It needs a language of its own.

How is our soul expressed?
In what clothing is it dressed?
Only we can be its voice,
By the actions of our choice. 

The thoughts on which we contemplate,
The words that we articulate,
The deeds which we participate,
Express our soul – that is innate. 

A kindly act, words of tact,
A calm composed way to react,
Allow your soul to interact,
So it can make a lasting impact. 

Although clothing may be outside,
They reflect the deepest inside,
That’s why the high priest dressed,
In clothes that so expressed,
The high level he did hold,
Yes – he wore clothes of gold. 
For a holy G-dly figure,
Should wear clothes that are his mirror,
He should glow, he should exude,
A soul of altitude. 

So I looked at my reflection,
And I saw a new dimension,
My clothes weren’t a deflection, 
But an expression, an implication,
Of my deep identification. 
It’s a choice, it demands action,
That the clothes of my selection, 
Be my inner soul’s reflection.
When my outsides and my insides,
Are working in conjunction,
Then the clothing on my skin,
Speaks my words that are within.

ה ו צ ת
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